SCHOOL VISIT PACKAGE 2: L&D studio HAN and Radboud/HAN
Teachers academy
By foot (approximately 3,8 walk in total during the day), lunch included

VISIT 1: Bachelor Learning & Development Studio L&D
Name of school

Han University of Applied Sciences

Address of school
Short presentation
ofthe school

Laan van Scheut 10
The Hogeschool van Arnhen en Nijmegen (HAN) is a University of Applied Sciences.
HAN has 14 academies. The degree programs, research teams and professional field
join forces to address a range of social issues. By collaborating, we offer our
students the best of the best. And we come up with solutions that benefit us all.
The School of Organisation and Development trains enterprising, inquisitive
professionals. Professionals who are good at connecting people and networks. Each
and every one of them makes a sustainable contribution to good work, healthy
employees and economic growth.
Home base for bachelor and associate programs
Almost 4,000 HAN students are enrolled here in a full-time or part-time degree in
the field of people and organization. They do this at associate degree or bachelor
level. The School of Organisation and Development is their home base.
You are more than welcome to visit the Bachelor Learning & Development in
Organisations. Learning & development professionals always work with and for
employees in organizations. Issues relating to learning & development can arise at
the level of individuals, teams or organizations. Within our degree course, we
currently work with three roles for learning & development professionals:
1.The consultant, who provides advice and develops policy on issues relating to
learning & development in organisations;
2.The instructional designer, who systematically and methodically designs and
develops learning resources for various audiences;
3.The trainer & coach, who guides groups or individuals in the development of
competencies. In practice, these roles overlap and reinforce each other.

Picture of the school

Maximum number
20
Of participants allowed
by the school
School visit program

Students from L&D, would like to take you on the L&D Student Journey. We have a
unique way how we learn our skills during our courses and would like to show you
how. Most importantly we would like for you to experience the way we learn
yourself. During this Journey you will also become acquainted with Studio L&D, an
informal learning environment where students and professionals learn from and
with each other. Within the academy, each study program has its own studio with a
communal meeting square next to it.
Learning is the basis for everyone who wants to develop themselves in their
proffesion or in their personal skills. We are exploring how people learn in the best
way and we will show you how we do that in the context of our courses, the
Student Journey and Studio L&D.
Contact: Christel Vissers, Christel.Vissers@han.nl

VISIT 2: Radboud/HAN Docentenacademie
Name of school

Collaboration makes us stronger:
Radboud Teachers Academy en HAN School of Education

Address of school
Short presentation of
the
school

Erasmusgebouw
The Radboud Teachers Academy and HAN School of Education collaborate
in training teachers togethers with secondary schools, both in their own
way. Radboud Teachers Academy is strongly committed to systematically
expand and share knowledge of ways in which creativity can be cultivated
in secondary education. HAN UAS trains Bachelors in Education (in full time
and part time courses) to be enterprising, inquisitive and confident teachers.
During this school visit we will show which ways there are to become that
strong teacher in secondary education and how our collaborative approach
‘Educating together’ turns out in practice. ‘Educating together’ is a form of
education where formal partnerships are created, that educate students
based on a 50%-50%-principle. Half of the course time of the students is
spent in practice and half at university (either Radboud or HAN UAS). In the
past years HAN UAS and Radboud Teachers Academy built a strong network

where intensive collaboration and guiding students and new teachers are
key factors for success.
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Welcome
Tour at the Radboud Teachers Academy
Presentation: How to become a teacher?
Educating together: partnerships in Nijmegen region
Conversation with: educators, secondary school coaches and
student.
Induction: Our view on the starting teacher and our role as
educators within their training programs.

